
Cockburn Volunteer Sea Search & Rescue Group

A snapshot of our story so far...



The following is a collection of key events, milestones and history of Cockburn Volunteer
Sea Search & Rescue Group (Inc).

It's intention is to capture both the successes and challenges our group has faced over the
years, but most importantly,  to highlight and acknowledge the incredible dedication
of past, current and future volunteers.

The information contained herein has been extracted from records kept over the years,
but unfortunately some  records were either lost or destroyed. Life members, former
volunteers and other agencies assisted in the compilation of our timeline,  to whom we
extend our sincere gratitude.

Cover image sketched by volunteer circa 1979.

Preface...



VSSRAWA  "Link with Life" logo created in 1975 and was
adopted by most groups in the early years.

Cockburn Sea Rescue logo featuring AVAIL II used in
conjuction with "Link with Life" from 1991.

Cockburn Sea Rescue logo featuring AVAIL III. Other
variations included the word "Woodmans" underneath.

West Coast Volunteer Marine Rescue Association logo,
used in conjunction with CVSSR group logo after
departure from VSSRAWA.

Metropolitan Volunteer Sea Rescue Group logo, featuring
flags representing port, starboard and the ocean, but also
symbolic of the new alliance between Cockburn,
Fremantle and Whitfords groups.

Cockburn Sea Rescue logo, with flags representing port,
starboard and the ocean. Flags are shaped like the bow of
AVAIL IV prior to refit.

Department of Fire & Emergency Services re-branding,
with colours and shapes representing water, sun and
sand. All groups are currently gazetted under DFES.

Branding evolution over the years



1961
Cockburn Power Boat

Club Founded

The Cockburn Power Boat Club quickly became one of the
biggest clubs in Australia, and members  started
performing rescues using their own vessels.

Records of members assisting others were kept, and given
the inceasing number of vessels requiring assistance, a
decision was made to form a dedicated sea rescue group. 

The founding of the Cockburn Power Boat Club was in the
off cray season of 1961 and instigated by the Club’s
number 1 member and Life Member, Mr Jack Baker.

The club was formed primarily to fight against the majority
of cray boats that were trawling the Sound during the “off
season” for bait consisting of small skippy and school
skippy by the tons, many being wasted due to being
thrown back either dead or as food for the scavenger birds.

The original lease applied for and granted was adjacent to
Clarence Rocks Groyne. The Club was incorporated on 15th
July 1963.

After 18 years, with a membership of around 900 or so,
members were informed that they had to vacate, as
Woodside Offshore Petroleum needed the facilities for use
as a simulated helicopter rescue training area for rigs
operating off the North West Shelf of WA.

Due to the increasing popularity of boating and  numbers
of vessels going out, members found
themselves performing rescues using their own boats. The
Club operated a limited coast radio station to improve the
safety of its members - VM6BA.

After a period of uncertainty, Cockburn Power Boat Club
eventually secured a new site where it stands today.

A rescue boat and radio monitoring roster  was developed
and managed by club volunteers. Rescues often
interrupted a days fishing, and participants soon
recognised that there was some skill required to perform
rescue tasks. 

The beginnings of a
rescue group...

1974
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1975
Association formed The increasing popularity of boating was being mirrored

along the Western Australian coastline. The Victoria Quay
Police had limited resources, and welcomed the formation
of a coordinated approach to safety at sea.

The Volunteer Sea Search and Rescue Association of
Western Australia was formed. The  VSSRA became
the representative body at the State level.

At this time, four dedicated  rescue groups in Western
Australia had either been formed or as in our case, were not
far off becoming operational.

1977
We're official On 17  January 1977, Cockburn Volunteer Sea Search &

Rescue Group became an  Incorporated not-for-
profit organisation.

The newly formed CVSSR started recruiting in earnest, but
members could only be drawn from the CPBA.

A rescue roster was developed whereby "on-duty"
private  vessels would provide assistance where required.
Radio monitoring of the CPBA station VM6BA was
also shared by volunteers between the two organisations.

Members of the newly formed rescue group started to
develop some standardised training for both boat crew and
radio operations.

It soon became apparent that a dedicated rescue vessel
with specialist  equipment was needed. This vessel should
be available at all times and be managed by the
Commander and operated by trained skippers and crew.

A fundraising campaign was started. Members ran fetes,
bazaars and all manner of requests for donations from
various sources. An initiative that continued for many years,
telephone books were delivered by volunteers and their
families to raise much needed funds. 

After nearly two years of hard work fundraising while
continuing to offer a rescue service, sufficient funds were
raised to engage a boatbuilder to start construction of our
first rescue vessel.
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1979

Our first rescue vessel On 4 February 1979,   "AVAIL" was launched. She was a 27ft
Glasscraft powered by a 188hp Volvo stern drive.

AVAIL was proudly displayed at the Claremont Boat
Show  and Phoenix Shopping Centre, where members
enthusiastically promoted the work the Group had been
doing. It was a great opportunity to create awareness, but
also to gather donations necessary to equip the new boat.

Many donations were received, including life jackets, a
marine radio, radio direction finder, oxy-viva and stretcher.
Donations were later gathered to fit a RADAR.

A local farmer kindly donated a tractor for launch and
retrieval, which members painted blue and yellow.

Answering our call for assistance, BP Kwinana  committed
to donating twelve 44 gallon drums of fuel per year to run
AVAIL. This made a massive difference to our operational
capability at the time, and their logo was proudly displayed
on her sides.

AVAIL was kept in a shed at the old Quarantine Station as
there were no storage facilities - or even a Club for that
matter on the current site. The donated tractor was put to
good use lugging AVAIL and her jinker to launch and
retrieve from where the public ramps are now located.

In June 1979, work began on the construction of a shed to
house AVAIL and the tractor at the CPBA site. Once again, it
was through much hard work that materials were gathered
and the shed was  constructed by incredibly
dedicated volunteers.
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1978

Ocean Endeavour
departs

BAE systems in Jervoise Bay started construction of the
semi-submersible offshore drilling platform "Ocean
Endeavour". She floated free from the construction site via
a dredged channel in 1978, allowing for the now Australian
Marine Complex and recreational boating precinct to be
developed. Our patch would eventually become the busiest
boat launching precinct in Western Australia.

Negotiations for a new site for CPBC continue.



1983

CPBC official opening
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1981

Breakwater underway The concrete breakwater that shelters the marina was
constructed to provide protection from large waves and
heavy surges that plagued launching and retrieving from
Woodman Point. The rock wall extended past the
breakwater a short distance and wasn't extended until
some time after.

1982

Fuel supplies cut Finances were incredibly tight in the early days, and the
very generous donation by BP Kwinana of twelve (44
gallon)  drums per year of fuel was invaluable to the
operational capability of our Group. In 1982, the donation
was halved to six drums per year, forcing skippers to
change how AVAIL was used for operations, and also saw a
ramping up of fundraising activities to cover costs.

The Cockburn Power Boat Club was officially opened in
1983 with modern club rooms and a dedicated radio room
located  high on the structure. It was from here that radio
calls to and from VM6BA were made, with the role of
monitoring shared between club members and Cockburn
Sea Rescue volunteers.

The new breakwater was severely damaged during a
violent storm, and restoration teams got underway to repair
the damage.

There were 16 rescues performed by Cockburn Sea
Rescue  during 1983, and a total of 14 dedicated rescue
groups along the Western Australian coastline. Our
volunteers wore yellow printed tee shirts whilst on duty.

At a committee meeting during the year, a motion was put
to ban fishing from rescue vessel AVAIL. The motion was
rejected, however it was agreed that all fishing from the
boat had to be inside the line of islands so as to be able to
repond to an emergency in good time if required.
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1984

Running on empty Donations of fuel drums  from BP Kwinana dry up as the
the America's Cup looms and sponsorship is diverted. This
was a major issue for committee and further challenged
how day to day operations were conducted.

1985

Crossed air-waves

A Land Rover was purchased for the Group to replace the
old tractor for launch & recovery of AVAIL.

First blue light fitted to AVAIL. This was a long process, with
many discussions from various agencies involved in
legislating the conditions surrounding the use of blue
lights in emergency situations.

Some dispute over the ownership of AVAIL, as she
initially appeared on the asset registers of both CVSSR and
CPBA. This was resolved in due course, with agreement
that AVAIL was indeed the property of the Cockburn
Volunteer Sea Search & Rescue Group

Motion raised again at committee meeting  that fishing
from the rescue vessel AVAIL should be banned citing
medical grounds. It was put that the boat was not being
cleaned properly, with bait and guts posing a hazard in the
event of a medical emergency, and leaving the Group liable
should infection result.
Committee voted unanimously to ban all fishing from
AVAIL. Rod holders have never been installed on our rescue
vessels since!

The Group was forced to start looking for alternative sites to
run our radio operations centre from. A distance of least
one mile between limited coast station antennas was
required by ACMA, and at the time VM6BA and VH6CL
were both operating from the same site.

Some land and a disused  fibro-cement  house at the
Ammunitions Depot site at Woodman Point was offered to
the Group. A condition of the  lease was  to have
a  permanent site settled  within 2 years, as this was a
temporary arrangement. Volunteers spent many hours
fixing the house to be operational,  but the building was
repeatedly vandalised and equipment damaged and
stolen. Members started looking for another site.
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1985

Hand-me-downs An alternative brick  building was offered at the  old
Quarantine Station at Woodman Point. Once again, many
volunteer hours were spent fixing the premises to be
habitable, and radio equipment re-located and
installed, only to be informed by the landlords that in fact
the Group could only use part of the building - essentially
only the tiny radio room. Whilst radio was monitored from
this building for a short time, it was completely unsuitable
and the quest to find a new home continued.

1986

A place to call home

Another derelict venue at the old Quarantine Station was
offered but was unsuitable and the  offer refused.

Amidst trying to find a home for our radio operations base,
lobbying for more funding for sea rescue groups across the
state continued - both at a group and association level.

The first female rescue skipper for the Group was certified.

AVAIL was fitted with her first VHF radio.

32 rescues were conducted throughout the year.

The City of Cockburn was aware of our plight regarding a
radio operations centre, and generously offered a plot of
land in Henderson with a long lease. The site had previously
been used by the Defense Force as a live firing range, so
there was the possibility of unexploded ordinance in the
area. Nonetheless, successful  testing of radio coverage in
the area  was completed by volunteers and the papers
signed. We had a place to call home!

Architectural students from the Western Australian
Institute of Technology (now Curtin University) were asked
to submit concept designs for the new operations centre.

Committee decided that a professional image was key for
the group, and a khaki uniform was universally adopted by
members when on shift. Badges identified individuals, the
group and training levels held. 
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1987

Tighten the belt Out of the five building  concepts submitted by students
from the Western Australian Institute of Technology, four
were chosen as viable options. The final design chosen was
shelved due to the price - approximately $172K, and an
alternative chosen at a more appropriate cost of $62K -
however still over what had been budgeted.

1989

More VMR groups
formed

By 1989, there were 25 volunteer sea rescue groups
operating under their own constitutions as incorporated
associations.

The Marine Emergency Management Scheme (MEMS) was
established, detailing the management arrangements for
marine search and rescue within the scope of State
responsibility under Commonwealth/State arrangements.

Under MEMS the responsibility for development,
maintenance and implementation of the scheme was
allocated to the WA Marine Search and Rescue
Coordinating Committee.

At our Gemma Rd site, the fences were up and the
concrete pad for our operations centre had been poured.

Alcoa generously offered a transportable building to use as
temporary accomodation to run the operations centre
while the building program was undertaken.

City of Cockburn offered temporary toilet facilities for the
site allowing radio operations from our new base to start in
1987 out of the transportable.

1991

Finally, we're in Whilst operations commenced onsite during 1990, the new
operations  centre and our current home was officially
opened on May 5, 1991 by His Worship the Mayor D.F Miguel
JP
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1991

Welcome AVAIL II After 12 years of service and many interesting rescues,
AVAIL was replaced with a new 27ft aluminium vessel built
by Penguin Marine. Unlike her predecessor, AVAIL II was
purpose built with rescues in mind. On the day of her
launch, 24 November 1991, she performed a rescue of a
group member from Carnac Island.

1994

It's all in the name

1995

Deep division The  significant differences between the metropolitan and
regional volunteer marine rescue organisations resulted in
the formation of two representative bodies. 

The Metropolitan groups formed the West Coast Marine
Search and Rescue Association. The Regional groups
formed Volunteer Marine Rescue WA (VMRWA).

Department of Transport requested that sea rescue groups
adopt the National standard for base stations using the
prefix VMR6 to identify individual groups along the WA
coast. Our State representative, the Volunteer Sea Search
and Rescue Association of WA (VSSRAWA) fully supported
this proposal.

Whilst not against this proposal, metropolitan groups
suggested that that letters be used instead of numbers.
Given each group had large numbers of radio members,
each with identifying numbers, there was huge potential
for dangerous on-air confusion between bases and boats.

VMR6CL, VMR6DI, VMR6KC were suggested as alternatives
by the metropolitan groups as feasible alternatives to
eliminate confusion.

Despite the objections from the metropolitan groups, the
VMR6 (numbered) callsigns were adopted at a VSSRAWA
meeting. It was felt that this decision highlighted that
country groups either did not support the metropolitan
groups concerns or did not fully appreciate the impact of
this decision given the number of radio communications
these groups were responsible for.
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1997

FESA on the scene The Minister for Police and Emergency Services transferred
coordination of marine rescue from WA Water Police to the
newly forming Fire and Emergency Services Authority
(FESA).

The Police remained the Hazard Management Authority
(HMA)

In 1999, FESA was formally recognised as the statutory
government body and was  given the task of distributing
funding to the 37 sea rescue groups. At this time, all rescue
groups in Western Australia  came under the umbrella of
FESA.

The newly formed West Coast Marine Search and Rescue
Association consisted of the following member groups:

Whitfords Sea Rescue
Fremantle Sea Rescue
Cockburn Sea Rescue
Rockingham Sea Rescue
Two Rocks Sea Rescue
Jurien Bay Sea Rescue
Leeman Sea Rescue

2001

Welcome to the
family 

After ten years of faithful service, AVAIL II was sold to
Leeman Sea Rescue where she continued her service.

AVAIL III, an 8.6 metre Leisurecat started her time with our
group. She was fitted with Yanmar diesels, but later during
a refit was converted to 250HP Mariner Verados.

Woodman I started her career as a Department of
Transport patrol vessel, and she was purchased in 2002 for
$22K  as a second rescue vessel for the group. The 8
metre  aluminium centre-console increased  the group's
operational capability and provided a back-up should AVAIL
III be out of action.

1999

Found wanting  A challenging rescue off Stragglers highlighted some
serious inefficiencies with AVAIL II. After 8 years of service,
committee believed it was time to start looking at a new
vessel.
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2001

No refunds To operate a 27Mhz, VHF, MF or HF radio, users were
required to be individually licensed through the Australian
Communications Authority (ACA).

As a service to the boating community, our group
purchased individual radio licenses from the ACA on behalf
of our members, who in turn paid the fee to us.

These were our "Affiliate" or radio members, and the system
worked perfectly well for many years.

On 1 July 2001, the ACA declared that individual licensing
was not essential for the purpose of managing the
radiofrequency spectrum, instead moving to class licensing
arrangements.  This meant that radio operators using
27Mhz or VHF units no longer had to pay an annual
radiocommunications license fee.

After sending through renewal fees to ACA on behalf of our
Affiliate members in advance,  we received the news that
that annual licensing was no longer required.

Unfortunately after many requests to various government
departments to recover the $6000 the group had paid ACA,
we were met with refusal to reimburse our expenses.

The ACA cited that while they understood the hardship
caused, they had no discretion to offer a refund as to do so
would set a very broad precedent for other parties affected.

The loss of the $6000 represented at least a full year's
fundraising, or equivalent to our annual fuel costs.

Many of our Affiliate members continued with the annual
fee for what would have been their apparatus license,
instead becoming a donation to the group. With this
support from our loyal members, the overall impact was
lessened. Affiliate members to this day are assigned unique
"Woodman" numbers which are held on our database.

Woodman Point was named after Thomas Woodman who
accompanied Captain James Stirling on the 1827 HMS
Success expedition which explored the upper reaches of
the Swan River.
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2002

FESA Act passed

2004

Independence Day

Formal recognition of the Marine Rescue Service as an
Emergency Service was incorporated into the Fire and
Emergency Service Act.

All VMRWA groups moved under the umbrella of the Fire
and Emergency Services Authority.

Officials from FESA developed a set of operational
procedures relating to Volunteer Marine Rescue. These
procedures provided  a reasonable balance between the
operational requirements of regional  and remote groups
and the public requirement of accountability.

Unfortunately, these procedures were inefficient  in a
metropolitan context  as these groups operated very
differently to the regional groups.

The Hon Michelle Roberts (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) recognising the different operational
requirements between metropolitan and regional groups,
made provision for the groups and FESA to develop a set of
operating procedures and accountability mechanisms via a
service level agreement between FESA and the three
metropolitan groups.

Repeated talks with FESA failed to achieve a mutually
accepted  service agreement. Fremantle, Whitfords and
Cockburn, collectively  responsible for the vast majority of
rescues in the State, agree that if needed they would
operate independently of government to preserve their
operational procedures.

With a number of groups leaving the West Coast Marine
Search and Rescue Association of WA to join FESA,
Cockburn, Fremantle and Whitfords sea rescue groups
united to provide a new group known as Metropolitan
Volunteer Sea Rescue Group (MVSRG).

After a rocky start with the Government  threatening to
withdraw funding if the MVSRG refused to submit to FESA's
jursidiction, an agreement was finally struck.
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This new service agreement was in place for many years
and served the metropolitan groups well. The groups had a
degree of autonomy within the scope of the agreement,
equal voice within MVSRG and made decisions that best
reflected individual requirements.

2009

Welcome AVAIL IV After joining sea trials for another customer onboard a 9
metre Westcat powercat, committee were so impresssed
with the performance and handling of the locally built
vessel that AVAIL III's replacement was decided.

Construction of AVAIL IV was completed and she was
officially launched in 2009.

2012

FESA restructures In November 2012, as a result of a recommendation from
the Perth Hills Bushfire Review 2011, FESA was restructured
and became a government department, the Department
of Fire and Emergency Services, headed by a Fire and
Emergency Services Commissioner.

With this re-structure came a renewed focus on marine
services and in particular volunteer marine rescue. The
marine services team had a brief to bring volunteer marine
rescue up the the same standing as the SES and VFES.

With annual government  funding allocated to MVSRG
decreasing, and tensions with the once strong alliance
increasing, groups started looking closely at their options.

2015

DFES Gazettal The decision to join the DFES family was made
unanimously at our half-yearly meeting on 18 November
2015. This decision was not taken lightly, and many robust
conversations were held over many months to determine
the future of our group. 

The move to DFES effectively ended the era of MVSRG.
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2018

Focus on facilities

2016
Welcome ASSURE Our new 8.2 metre  Shockwave Powercat was officially

launched in August 2016. Within the first few weeks of
service, she saved the lives of four people - two wayward
skydivers that missed their landing site and two kite surfers
suffering hypothermia.

Major changes in the structure of volunteer marine rescue
at a national level. The Australian Maritime Safety Authority
(AMSA) introduced sweeping changes to legislation, which
categorised rescue vessels as commercial.

2015

Thanks trusty tinnie After thirteen years of meritorious service, Woodman 1 was
retired as plans were drawn for a new vessel. The centre-
console proved an asset over the years as she was easy to
launch and work from, and influenced the design of her
replacement.

Woodman 1 sold almost instantly, leaving AVAIL IV as our
only operational vessel.

The Domestic Commercial Vessel (DCV) regime also
required minimum standards for rescue vessels, masters
and crew to comply with existing marine orders.

Training Pathways to comply with the new
requirements were formally adopted.

For some years committee had discussed the poor
condition of our Headquarters  in Henderson. The decision
was made to refurbish the building and bring it back to its
former glory.

Major works were started, with the entire internals stripped,
walls lined, ceiling, roof, kitchen and radio room replaced. A
donation of furniture from Lotterywest significantly
reduced the cost of the project.

2017

Award winners Cockburn Sea Rescue wins award for "Excellence in Marine
Safety" at the Volunteer Marine Rescue Service Awards.
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2020

COVID - 19 chaos

2019

Upgrades continue

AVAIL IV underwent a major refit which included a
completely new cabin and engines. Her livery was also
changed to model her sister ship ASSURE.

Site works at Headquarters are completed, with the
replacement of perimeter fencing, construction of VMRWA
shed and asphalt surfacing of grounds.

With the construction of new pens and jetties at CPBA, we
were able to secure our own jetty exclusively for emergency
services vessels

The 55 year old Massey Ferguson tractor that
faithfully  launched and retrieved our vessels was retired. It
was replaced by a new 4 wheel drive Kubota tractor.

A mezzanine floor was added to the boatshed to increase
storage space and provide a safer working area for crew.

With renewed facilities at our Headquarters, a
Memorandum Of Understanding with VMRWA was signed
to allow the construction of a large shed on our site. The
shed is designed to house their two loan vessels and
towing vehicle.

Coronavirus causes havoc across the world and forces
changes in the way rescue services are provided. During
the months of March-May, strict distancing rules were
enforced and skeleton crews were adopted. With boaties
seeking to social distance on the water and Rottnest Island
used for quarantine, we attended more rescues than usual.

Our crewroom at CPBA was stripped bare and renovated.
This included an all new radio console, kitchenette, carpets
and extending the south facing viewing window. A state-of-
the-art PTZ camera was fitted the the building allowing
viewing coverage of the public ramps and Cockburn Sound
area. 

Congratulations Mike Graham!. 40 years continuous service
to our group!
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1977-1978

1978-1979

1979-1980

1980-1981

1981-1982

1982-1983

1983-1984

1984-1985

1985-1986

1986-1987

1987-1988

1988-1989

1989-1990

1990-1991

1991-1992

1992-1993

1993-1994

1994-1995

1995-1996

1996-1997

1997-1998

1998-1999

1999-2000

P. Mitchell

P. Mitchell

T. Bissett

D. Deverell

T. Archibald

T. Archibald

A. Carstairs

D. Deverell

D. Deverell

R. Scotcher

R. Scotcher

F. Hutchinson

B. Coombe

R. Williams

R. Williams

A. Drabble

A. Drabble

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

V. Ridge

L. Head

L. Head

C. Iredale

J. Triplett

J. Robertson

D. Deverell

T. Archibald

T. Archibald

T. Archibald

T. Archibald

B. Coombe

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham

L. Rowe (Operations / B. Coombe (Logistics)

L. Rowe (Operations / B. Coombe (Logistics)

R. Williams (Operations / B. Coombe (Logistics)

R. Williams (Operations / B. Coombe (Logistics)

R. WillIams (Operations / J. Possingham (Logistics)

R. Williams (Operations) / J. Possingham (Logistics)

COMMANDER DEPUTY COMMANDERYEAR
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2000-2001

2001-2002

2002-2003

2003-2004

2004-2005

2005-2006

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

M .Graham

M. Graham
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M. Graham
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M. Graham

M .Graham

M. Graham

M. Graham
 
B. Nicholas

B. Nicholas

B. Nicholas

B. Barbarich

B. Barbarich

R. Williams (Operations) / J. Possingham (Logistics)

A. Lord (Operations) / I. McNaughton (Logistics)

A. Lord (Operations) / I. McNaughton (Logistics)

J. Waltham (Operations) / I.McNaughton (Logistics)

L .Devlin (Operations) / I. McNaughton (Logistics)

L. Devlin (Operations) / I. McNaughton (Logistics)

L. Devlin (Operations) / I. McNaughton (Logistics)

L. Devlin

L. Devlin

L. Devlin

L. Devlin

L. Devlin

D. Josling

B. Nicholas

B .Nicholas

B. Nicholas

A. Wright

A. Wright

B. Barbarich

B. Russell

B. Russell
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